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                              Summary

   In this  paper, the  authors  deal with  the  manoeuvrability  of  a  ship  which  was  reported

to have shown  an  excessive  yawing  and  rudder  motion  under  automatic  control.  Result of

spiral test has also  shown  that  the ship  responds  quite capriciously  at  small  rudder  angle;

i.e. the  ship  sometimes  swltched  direction of turn  without  any  change  of  rudder  angle,  and

most  of  cases,  periodical  yawing  of about  90 seconds  was  superposed.  The  authors,  having

iss]med  these  phenomena  te be induced by unsteady  hydrodynarnic  forces caused  by  separa-

tion  of the boundary layer, conducted  experimental  investigations using  a free running  model

as  well  as  a  restrained  model.  Flowline observations  have also  been  conducted  on  an  irnage

model  in a  wind  tunnel. Analysing results  obtained,  the authors  proposed  a  hydrodynamic

explanation  of  this  unusual  behavior  of the  ship  that  it must  be  caused  by a  combination

of periodic change  of  hydrodynamic  yawing  moment  and  an  abrupt  change  of  yawing

moment  on  the  drift angle  bas{s.

1. Introduction

 Recently, in keeping with  rapid  enlarge-

ment  of  tanker  size, phenomena  supposed  to

be due to separation  of  boundary Iayer have

appeared.  Se called  instability phenomena
regarding  resistance  and  propelling per-
formancei) and  those designated as  so  called

abnorrnal  phenomena  in manoeuvrability2),3)

are  those phenomena,  Especially, the ab-

normal  phenomena  in manoeuvrability  ap-

peared  only  in model  ships  till quite recently,

and  did not  occur  in ships,  accordingly  cor-

relation  of model  and  ship  was  made  ex-

tremely  dithcult.

  In case  of large tankers, the abnormal

phenomena  in manoeuvrability  appeared

mainly  in such  form that course  stability

was  improved remarkably  within  range  of
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not  very  large angular  velocity  of  turning,

and  hydrodynamical explanation  has been
attempted  but they  are  not  yet explained

perfectly.
 On  the other  hand, not  only  in large ships,

but also  in fishing boats and  other  small

ships,  the  abnormality  in manoeuvrability

supposed  to be due to separation  of  boundary

layer has been found in somewhat  different

form, As  one  of  them,  it has been reportedb

that  a  fishing boat sometimes  responded

capriciously  and  indefinitely to  small  rudder

angle,  that yawing  occurred  though  the

rudder  angle  was  kept constant,  and  that

the  random  response  to small  rudder  angle

was  improved remarkably  by attaching

horizontal fin a  little in front of stern

bossing.

  Being informed by trial result  
'that

 the

similar  phenomena  took place in a cement

carrier  recently,  the authors  attemped  to

examine  hydrodynamically the mechanisrn
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tq  cause  the  abnormal  phenomena  through

model  experiment  and  counter  measures  to

it. As  the  result,  explanation  qualitatively
reasonable  in way  seemed  to be attained.

Therefore  it is just reported  herein, and

comments  of  investigators concerned  are

invited.

 Of course,  the  problems  of  this sort  are

by suggestmg  the problems  m  the form of

one  attempt  to explain  the phenomena.

2. Phenomena  in ships

  2.1 Manoeuyrability at  the time  of  aut"

     pilot in action

  Firstly, the phenomena  taking place in a

ship  are  described, which  motivate  directly

tb lodge the  problems. Principal particulars
of  the ship  are  shown  in Table 2.1, and  her
body  plan is given in Fig. 2.1.

  From  common  knowledge  in the past, it

has been dithcult to suppose  that course

keeping properties with  auto-pilot  pose opera-

tional problems  for such  type and  rudder

area  as  this ship,  but periodical yawing  of

large amplitude  occurred  during straight

advance  with  the auto-pilot  in fully loaded

condition,  and  it was  impossible te reduce

       Table  2,1 principal dimensions

              
              
              

              

Fig. 2.1 Body  plan
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Fig. 2.2 Record of  course  and  rudder  angles

       when  auto-pilot  was  used

  Fig. 2.3 Block diagrams of  auto-pilot  system

the  amplitude  below about  30 even  by chang-

ing each  adjustment  of  the  auto-pilot.  In

addition,  the  period was  about  90 seconds

regardless  of  the rudder  angle.  Fig. 2.2

shows  a  part of records  for heading and.

rudder  angle  of  the ship.

  In order  to investigate characteristics  of

automatic  control  system  with  the auto-pilot

of  this ship  as  shown  in a  block diagram  of

Fig. 2.3, by changing  periodically its course

setting  knob for automatic  steering  to  right

and  left during sailing,  the rudder  and  the

heading angle  at  the time  were  measured,

and  frequency response  of  the closed  loop

was  determined, input of  which  is difference

between setting  course  and  actual  one  and

output  is the actual  course,  An  example  of

the measurement  is shown  in Fig. 2.4, and

standard  input was  given by operating  the

course  setting  knob periodically like trape-

zoidal  waves  as  shown  by a broken line in

the figure, instead of sinusoidal  one.  Analy-

sis  was  carried  out  according  to equivalent

linearization method.  As  amplitude  of  the

trapezoidal wave-like  set course  30 and  50

(one side)  were  taken, but difference in re-

sults  of  the  analysis  was  hardly observed

between  the cases.  Thus, without  dis-

criminating  the both cases,  gain and  phase
difference are  plotted with  respect  frequency

in Fig. 2.5. It may  be considered  that to

 change  the set  course  periodically is equi-

 valent  to that periodical external  force acts

 on  the ships,  and  phase  margin  in this case

NII-Electronic  
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was  about  50e as  seen  from Fig. 2.5, show-

ing that  the automatic  control  system  was

stable.

  2.2 Spiral test

  Results of  spiral  test for the  ship  are  shown

responsetest  bytrapezoidal  input

       Y,(deglsec)
      l.o

05oofoo

o

o

        

        

        Fig. 2.6 Result  of spiral  test

in Fig.2.6. In this  test, steady  turning  an-

gular velocity  was  measttred,  while  the rud-

der  angle  was  kept constant.  As  shown  in

Fig. 2.7, in case  of  small  rudder  angle,  the

angular  velocity  did not  settle  at  constant

=1

 

4eq-

Fig.2.7  Typicalcourserecordof  spiraltests
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value,  but phenomenon  of  periodical  fluctua-

tion (period; nearly  90 seconds)  occurrecl,

and  sometimes  direction of  the turning  sud-

denly varied.  Black circles in Fig. 2.6 are

average  angular  velocity  read  from the

broken line in Fig. 2.7 for the case  of  ap-

pearance  of  such  phenomenon.  This figure

represents  that average  course  stability  is

good  at  small  rudder  angle,  but it is un-

stable  in a sense  that  turning  angular  velo-

city  fluctuates. (White circles in Fig. 2.6

show  the case  that  the angular  velocity  of

turning did not  vary,  but settled  at constant

value.)  These phenornena  seem  to be similar

to those that frequently appear  in model

ships  of  full shape.2),3)

3. Phenomena  in model  ship

  3.1 Spiral test of  naked  hull

  As  means  to investigate the abnormal

phenomena  in ships  and  to look for counter-

measures  to improve  it, rnodel  test is useful
if it is reliable,  Therefore first, spiral  test

was  carried  out  to examine  whether  the ab-

normal  phenomena  occurred  in the  ships  are

reproducible  with  model  ships.

  The  model  ship  used  is a  wooden  rnodel

ef L..:::263cm, equipped  with  radio  steermg

appliance  capable  to  steer  by le per pulse,

and  can  run  at  Vin=92cmfsec using  storage

battery on  board as  power  source.  Employed
water  area  was  the seakeeping  basin of  the

University of Tokyo, and  condition  was

quite excellent  because calm  condition  was

guaranteed  by covering  roof.  However,
measurement  was  limited to only  one  plot
by  one  test because the water  area  is nar-

row.  A  method  was  adopted  in which  initial

angular  velocity  was  given by taking  larger
rudder  angle  than  the one  set  for the test

initially, and  afterwards  the prescribed

rudder  angle  was  recoyered.  The  angular

velocity  and  rudder  angle  were  recorded  on

recorders  in the rnodel  ship.

  The  result  thus obtained  as  shown  in Fig.

3,1. Connection with  arrow  marks  in this

figure means  that the angular  velocity  varied

 within  therange  in spite  of  constant  rudder

Hiroharu  KATo  and  Takeo  KeYAMA

 Fig. 3.1 Result  of spiral  tests (original model)

angle.  Though  the variation  appears  random

at  a  glance, at  times  distinctively periodical
fluctuation as  seen  in case  of  the  ship  might

occur,  and  it seemed  to occur  frequently at
small  rudder  angle  of  le-30. An  example  of

the periodical fluctuation is shown  in Fig.

3.2. The  period was  about8seconds,  and

the arnplitude  was  about  O.40!sec, and  swing

of  the model  was  able  to be observed  even

by  carefull  1ooking.
  As  mentioned  above,  setting  aside  whether

it rnay  be said  that the phenomena  are  truely

same  as  tho$e occurred  in the ship,  a view

may  be taken  that fairly similar  phenomena
occur  also  in the model.

deatsec

2

O 5 10 I5 20 25  iO ,se;

Fig. 3.2 Periodical change  of  yaw  rate
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 3.2 Effect of  fin of  yarious  types

 It has been knowni)  hitherto that  to attach

fins on  both sides  of  stern  is effective  to

some  extent  as  a  means  to prevent such  ab-

normal  phenomena. However,  any  theory

has not  been established  on  through  what

mechanism  effect  of  the  fins appears.  There-

fore spiral  test was  conducted  by  attaching

three  types  of  the  fins shown  in Fig. 3,3,

taking tentative rneasures  into consideration.

The  resu!ts  are  shown  in Figs. 3.4-3.6.

  Change  of  characteristics  with  respect  to

fin position was  eye-opening.  Especially in

cases  of Fin No. 1 and  No. 2, unbelievable

difference was  caused  by slight  difference in

B A  AP  :/a  /f2 5"  1

 Fig. 3.3 Arrangement of  fins
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  Fig, 3.4 Spiral tests (Fin No, 1)

mounting  position of  the fins. In case  of  Fm

No. 1, the ship  is typically  unstab!e  one,

but the property  is not  unusual,  and  it may

be said  
"gently

 unstable".  The  case  of  Fin

No. 2 hardly  differs from that  of  the naked

Fig. 3.5 Spirar'tests (Fin No. 2)

Fig. 3.6 Spiral tests  CFin No.  3)
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   the model  was  installed on  the ship,  and  an

   opportunity  was  found  for executing  a  few

   rneasurements  on  the ship  in order  to in-

   vestigate  the effect.  The  results  are  de-

   scribed  below briefly.

     Though  sharp  reduction  of  yawing  at  the

   time  of  straight  advance  with  auto-pilot  was

   not  observed,  double amplitude  of  yawing

    angle  was  able  to be restrained  below about

    1.5e, and  obstacles  agalnst  actual  naviagtion

    seemed  to be eliminated.  Record of  course

    angle  during the auto-pilot  was  in operation

    is shown  in Fig. 4,1. Next, as  for results  of

    spiral  test shown  in Figs. 4.2 and  4.3 it is

    not  the case  that fluctuation phenomena  at

    small  rudder  angle  vanished  completely,  and

    it remained  slightly, but range  of  the rudder

    angle,  in which  the phenomena  occurred,

    turned  out  to be very  narrow,  and  yariation

    of  the angular  velocity  carne  to be consider-

 Fig. 3.7 Spiral tests (Fin No. 1 and  Fin No. 3)

hull without  fin, and  the abnormality  seems

to intensify on  the contrary.

 The  case  of  Fin No. 3 is within  bounds of

limited stability,  and  the abnormal  phenomena

seem  to weaken,  but asymmetry  with  re-

spect  to ordinate  is remarkable.  Usually,
it is considered  that the  stern  fins are  use-

ful for stabilization,  accordingly  attainment

to such  result  may  be notable.  Fig. 3.7
shows  result  for the case  of  joint use  of Fin

No. 1 and  Fin No. 3. Although plots scatter

considerably  in case  of  the rudder  angle  of

zero,  it may  be said  that characteristic  are

gentle in general.
  Frem  the experimental  results  stated  above,

it seems  to be dangerous to use  Fin No.  1

in practice as  tentative  measure,  because
large difference is produced  in characteristics
by slight  change  of  the mounting  position,
though  its effect  is of  great interest. Thus
it was  decided to install only  Fin No. 3
tentatively on  the actual  ship.

4. Effect of  fins in the ship

  By  the reason  described in the preceding
chapter,  fins almost  similar  to Fin No. 3for

ably  small.  Consequently, relation  of  the
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Fig. 4.2 Spiral tests

5eioe  S

of  ship  with  fins

   

Fig. 4.3 Course  records  of  spiral  tests (ship
       with  fin)
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    Fig. 4,4 Result of  zig-zag  tests  (ship)

rudder  angle  vs.  angular  velocity  shown  in

Fig. 4.2 takes form quite close  to the case

of  ordinary  ship  not  accompanied  by  the ab-
                        . -

normal  phenomena.  In addition,  companson

of  Z test results  in regard  to presence of the

fins is given in Fig. 4.4. Effect of  the fins

appears  at small  rudder  angle,  and  mean

course  statibility  is reduced.

5. Analysis of  the phenomena

  5.1 Summarization of  the abnormal

      phenomena

  In this sectien,  several  kinematic models

are  presented, and  explanation  of  various

phenomena  stated  in the previous chapters

is attemped.  The  abnormal  phenomena  to

be  explained  are  summarized  as follows, for

 convenience  of  description:

  Ca) The  rneasured  values  in spiral test of

 the ship  often  scatter  at  small  rudder  angle,

 and  show  tendency  of reverse  hysteresis.

 Moreover, they show  that the ship  is rather

 stable  when  the scattermg  pomts  are

 averaged.

   (b) Though  rudder  was  fixed at  small

 angle  in the spiral  test of ships,  the  angular

 velocity  varied  by period  of  about  90 seconds

 during turning.

   (c) Direction of  the turning  sometrmes

 varies  during the spiral test of  ship  at  srnall

 rudder  angle.

   (d) Periodical yawing  motion  takes place

 by double amplitude  of  3"-5e during straight

 advance  with  auto-pilot. This  motion  cannot

 be restrained  further by  means  of  rate  con-

An  Analysis of the  Manoeuvrability  of a Ship Associated with  Unusual  Characteristics 
Under
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velocity  varied  during turnmg  intensified

more  than  the naked  hull.

  (g) The  fluctuation of  angular  velocity

almost  vanished  when  Fin No.  3 was  attached,

and  result  of the spiral test came  close  to

the  case  crf Fin No. 1, to extent  of  marginal

stability.

  5.2 Presentation of  hypothetical model

  It has been  well  known  from long agoi)t3)

that abnormal  righting  moment  is generated

during motion  at  small  rudder  angle  and

stabilizes  the manoeuvrability  of  ships, as

described in this  report,  and  it has been

presumed that  three-dimensional separatton

 is the reason.  Hereupon, by referring  to

 former experiments  regarding  observation

 of flow and  studies  on  flow around  axisym-

 metrical  bodies5), the  following three models

 were  considered.

  5.2.1 System with  abnormal  moment  hav-

        ing the origin  as  its center

   It is assumed  that abnorrnal  moment  as

 shown  in Fig. 5.1 acts  en  hulls in addition

 to usual  fluid moment.  Here, M  is. the Fb-
 normal  moment,  and  P represents  mcommg

 angle  to aft  part of  the hulls. When  spiral

                                  angle test was  carried  out  by fixing rudder

                  
M

l
B

Fig. 5.1 Unusua!  rnoment
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   variation  in Fig. 5.3, the gradient of ip to 6
   came  to be moderated,  and  it resembles  to

   said  result  of  the spiral  test of the  ship.

     Next, it is shown  in the Appendix  that

   there  is possibility that ships  sailing  by ap-

   plication of  auto-pilet  rnake  zig-zag  motion,

    forming the lirpit cycle,  caused  by such  ab-

-- e
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xX
 VtiThaJt Unusv]' NomenT
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  t
  xLinvsvo]

 Mome"t

at  spiral  test

1

ll
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I/WithUnvsuo

6
 MorTEntMement

           Fig. 5.3 Spiral test

under  action  of  such  abnomal  moment,  result

as  shown  in Fig. 5.3 was  obtained  through

progress  as  shown  in Fig. 5.2. Fig. 5.2 shows

phase plane, and  an  equation  of  ship  motion

is represented  by fo!lowing first order  sys-

tem  approxlmatlon

             pt+f(di)=ne
where  f(di) is turning  resistance  and  con-

sidered  to  be nonlinear  with  respect  to ¢ .

The  broken line and  the solid  line show  rela-

tion  between ip and  ip at  zero  rudder  angle,

and  AA'BB'  shows  progress  by which  the

spiral  test was  carried  out.  It shows  that

steady  state  was  not  attained  at  the point
D' and  limit cycle  HEFG  was  formed. How-

ever,  it is assumed  that sign  of  the abnormal

moment  changes  at  the phase  point on  XX'.

It is of interest that when  mean  value  was

taken  for a part of the angular  velocity

normal  moment.

 5.2.2 System  having abnormal  moment

       origin  symmetrical  with  respect  to

       drift angle

  In this model,  the abnormal  mornent  as

shown  in Fig. 5.1 originates  when  the in-

coming  angle  to stern  is within  a certain

range,  and  result  is as  shown  in Fig. 5.4.
Also at  this time, the abnormal  moment  is

to be accompanied  by hysteresis phenomenon
shown  in the figure.
  When  this abnormal  moment  acts  on  ships,

course  of  which  is originally  unstable,  angular

velocity  increases or  decreases because of

the instabi!ity at  small  rudder  angle,  and  the

limit cycle  occurs  on  arrival  at the points A

and  B, thus the ships  make  periodical motion.

But there exists  possibility of  transition be-

tween  A  and  B  when  the ships  are  subjected

to disturbance due to wave  or  wind.  When

rudder  angle  is in.creased, and  angular  velo-

city  corresponding  to the rudder  angle  ex-

                lvt

io

e
p

Fig, 5,4 Unusual  mornent  which  is symmetnc

       with  respect  to the  origin

               T VV

BA

9

Fig. 5.5 Phase  portrait with  unusual  mornent

       Which  is symmetric  with  respect  to the

       ongln
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ceeds  separation  point,  the limit cycle  does

not  originate  any  more,  and  the ships  turn

at a  definite angular  velocity.  If stabiliza-

tion is attained  by installation of stabilizing

fins and  others,  abnormal  phenomena  do not

take place, even  though  the abnormal  mo-

rnent  originates.

  5.2.3 System having origin  symmetrical

       abnormal  moment  and  periodical ex-

       ternal force

  In this model,  in order  or  let ships  make

angu!ar  velocity  fluctuation during spiral  test

or  straight  advance  by application  of  auto-

pilot, periodical  fluid force is taken  into ac-

count  in addition  to the non-linear  moment

dealt with  as  the abnormal  moment  in the

preceding  section.  However, it is not  neces-

sary  to have hysteresis especially  in this case.

  The  phenomena  (a), (b) and  (c) can  be ex-

plained easily  with  this model,  similarly  to

the section  5.2,2. Also it can  be explained

as  well  that yawing  that  appears  during

stright  advance  with  auto-pilot  cannot  be

reduced  by  adjusting  the  auto-pilot,  which

was  unable  to be explained  in the section

5.2.2. Reason  for the  latter is described

briefly as follows.

  Namely, value  of  90 seconds  for this yaw-

 ing period is considerably  short  for the  con-

 trol system  in view  of time  constant  for 50Z

 of 80 seconds,  and  it corresponds  to frequency

 range  in which  effect  of external  disturbance

 disappears or  enlarges  on  the contrary.  Con-

 sequently,  it is hardly possible to reduce  the

 yawing  by  adjusting  the auto-pilot,  except

 applying  rate  control  very  strongly.

  5.3 Examination of  model  cempatibility

  As  mentioned  above,  three hypothetical

 modelswere  presented to prove the  abnorrnal

 phenomena,  and  they were  examined  frorn

 kinernatical point of  view  whether  the various

 phenomena  described in the  section  5.1 can

 be explained  without  any  contradiction  with

 them,  and  if some  kinematically adaptable

 model  exists,  it is investigated on  the basis

 of  hydrodynamics further.

   5,3.1 Examination based  on  kinematics

 (1) System with  abnormal  moment  havmg

     the origin  as  its center

 In this  case,  as  shown  in the section  5.2.1,

this model  can  explain  reason  for the

phenornena  (a), (b) and  (d). The  phenomenon

Ce) also  can  be explained,  if it is assumed

that separation  is suppressed  and  the ab-

normal  tnoment vanished  by attaching  Fin

No. 1. Effects of  Fin No. 3 seem  to be sup-

pression of  the separation  and  fin effect  in

usual  sense.  Because of  relative  position

with  flow outside  boundary layer, Fin Ne. 2

seems  not  to  have suppressing  effect  against

the separation,  and  it seems  to show  ma-

noeuvrability  almost  similar  to the naked

hull. Thus, this model  can  explain  fairly

well  the  abnormal  phenomena  in general,

but can  not  explain  the phenomenon  (c).
  (2) System having origin-symmetrical  ab-

      normal  moment

  Different from the above  case,  hydro-

dynarnical explanation  is practical and  can

be accepted  easily  with  this mode!,  and

various  abnormal  phenomena  that take  place

in the  spiral  test of  actual  ship  can  be ex-

plained reasonably.  However, as instability

in the vicinity  of small  rudder  angle  is as-

sumed,  the phenomenon  (d) cannot  be  ex-

 plained, when  stabilization  of  motion  system
                            ,

 by the  use  of  auto-pilot  is taken  mto  account.

  (3) System having origin-symmetrical  ab-

      normal  moment  and  periodical external

      force

  Cornpared with  the two  models  stated

 above,  this model  can  explain  the phenomena

 (a) to (g) comparatively  easily. Especially,

 it cannot  help considering  that  it means

 action  of  some  periodical external  force from

 outside  ef  loop of  the  control  system  that

 period  of  fiuctuation during straight  advance

 with  auto-pilot  does not  vary  with  change

 of  rudder  angle  ratio.  Also it may  be said

 to be suggested  by the fact that  the system

 was  stable  when  response  was  deterrnined

 by external  force in the response  test of  the

 auto-pilot  described in the section  2.1, but

 the limit cycle  originated  in self-propelling

 condition.  Accordingly, this model,  in which
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periodical external  force is added  to non-

linear force, can  explain  the  actual  phenomena
best.

  5.3.2 Hydrodynamical examination  of  the

       compatible  model

  As  described in the preceding  section,  it
was  made  clear  that the model  given in 5.3.2
is most  compatible  as  a  medel  for motion,

but it is necessary  that non-linear  righting

moment  and  periodical fluid force originate
within  a  certain  range  of  incoming angle  to
stern.  Hereupon, mechanisrn  to generate  the

above  forces was  examined  from hydro-
dynamical  point of  views.

  First, concerning  the non-!inear  righting

moment,  it is presumed  as  follows according
to research  on  axi-syrnmetric  bodies by
Nonweiler5), Generally speaking,  in case  of

slender  bodies, pressure on  back  side  is
higher than  that on  face side  behind section
of  maximum  cross-section  when  angle  of

incidence is small.  In consequence,  cross-

flow flows backward  within  boundary  layer,

and  vertical  vortexes  that  induce fiow to stop
the cross  flow originate.  Different from  case

of  large angle  of  incidence, these vortexes

affect  flow on  the face side,  rnake  stream-

wise  fiow separate  on  face side,  thus the fiow

as  a  whole  separates  three  dirnensionally at

rear  of  the face side  and  discharges the
vertical  vortexes.  At  this time, pressure
difference between the face side  and  the  back
side  aft  part of  hulls is reduced  because of
induced velocity  adverse  to the  cross  flow,
and  it seems  that lift is generated, in com-

prison with  cases  without  vertical  vortexes.

In addition,  the Iift gives rise  to stabilizing

moment  around  center  of  gravity.
 In the flow mentioned  above,  the  genera-
tion of  vertical  vortexes  and  the separation

of  stream-wise  flow cooperate,  (the separa-

tion of  stream-wise  fiow on  the face side  makes

form of  hulls asymmetric,  and  acts  to ap-

parenly  increase effective  angle  of  incidence
and  the vertical  vortexes  grow  up  to a

certain  extent),  once  such  combined  mechan-

ism is initiated. Accordingly it is supposed
that the vortexes  are  pushed  fully toward

Hiroharu  KATo  and  Takeo  KOYAMA

the back side  and  abnermal  moment  vanishes

when  angle  of  incidence becomes  large.

 It is considered  that hydrodynamical origin
of  periodical external  force is that the cross

flow to hullsmakes unsteady  fiow field similar
to generation  of  Kirman  vortexes  in two-

dimensional flow. Considering thus, per'iod
of the  unsteady  flow field seerns  to be calcu-

lated with  same  Strouhal number  as  the two

dimensional  flow made  by  taking  effective

mean  velocity  of  the cross  flow. Thus, period
of  about  90 seconds  in case  of  the ship  can

be explained  in terms  of  order  of  magnitude.

In addition  to the above  explanation,  in the
above  model  assuming  the separation  on  the

face side,  flow against  the  cross  flow is in-
duced by the verical  vortexes,  but intensity
of  the  vertical  vortexes  is weakened  by  the

induced velocity,  and  the induced  velocity

becomes low, thus the vertical  vortexes

themselves  develop again.  As  the vertical

vortexes  and  their  induced velocity  affect

mutually  cyclically  due  to the  unsteady  flow

field, the periodical fluid forece seems  to be

generated.

  Next,  the  effect  of  fins is discussed. As

for flow around  not  axi-symmetic  bodies such
as  ships,  torsion  of  the stream-wise  flow is

presumed. This  seems  to  be related  to the

generation  of  vertical  vortexes  described
before. Fin No.  1 was  supposed  to be at

effeetive  position with  respect  to external

flow, so  that  the  torsional  flow was  restrained.

Furthermore, it can  be considered  that the
fins stabilize  the backward  flow of  cross  flow
in the  boundary  layer, and  play role  of pre-
venting  generation  of  the unsteady  flow field
mentioned  above.  It is presumed  that  posi-
tion was  not  appropriate  to play the role  in
case  of  Fin No. 2. Reason why  Fin No. 3
acts  effectively  seems  to  be that  flow field
near  stern  was  well  stream-lined,  and  the
separation  of  the  stream-wise  flow was

prevented.

  As  mentioned  above,  a  point at  which  the

abnormal  fluid force in this report  is different
from observation  in the  model  test of  a  full
ship  is generation  of  periodical external  force.
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and  a  key point is how  strong  the backward

fiow of  the cross  flow on  face side  is. It

seerns  that shape  and  its variation  in Iongi-

tudinal  direction of  frame lines m  the vicmity

of  the site  where  the vertical  vortexes  origi-

nated  affect  this problern.

6. Hydrodynamical  examination  of  the

   models

  On  the hydrodynamical assumption  de-

scribed  in the preceding  chapter,  a few ex-

periments  were  conducted,  and  its adequacy

was  investigated.

  6.1 Wind  tunnel test

  6.1.1 Measurement  of  static  pressure dis-

       tribution

  Putting  an  image model  of  Lpp=1.2m  in

            lt/  t
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G6ttmgen  type  wmd  tunnel, static  pressure

distribution around  a  ship  hull was  measured.

The  outlet  of  the wind  tunnel  is circular  and

1.5m  in diameter, and  maximum  with  velo-

city  is 40m/sec.  The  model  has  28 holes for

measuring  the  static  pressure, and  the pres-

sure  was  measured  with  multi-tube  inclined

manometers  or  Betz's type  manometers.  Posi-

tion of  the measurement  holes in the  vicinity

of  stern  is shown  in Fig. 6.1. Fig. 6.2 shows

outline  of  the pressure  distribution around

the ship  hull. The  figure 6.2 (a) corresponds
to case  of the naked  hull and  angle  of in-

cidence  P=O", and  (b) to that  ofP=40.  The

 pressure on  port side  is indicated with  white

 circles,  and  that on  starboard  side  with  black

 circles. Pressure difference between the two

 corresponding  points is determined and  re-

 presented  as  AP  in the  figure 6.2 (b). In the

 case  of  P=Oe, the pressures on  both  port

 and  starboard  sides  are  equal,  and  in the

 case  of  P=4e, the  pressure on  the face side

 rises  in front half of  the ship  hull, and  that

 on  the back  side  is higher  in the rear  half.

   The  pressure  at  16 points in the  vicmity

 of  the stern,  where  effect  of fins is supposed

 to  be remarkable,  was  read  by Betz's type

 manometers  to accuracy  of  O.Ol mm  Aq, and

 result  as  shown  in Fig. 6.3 was  obtained.

 The  followings are  seen  from this figure:

   (a) The  effect  of  fins was  mainlyproduced

 on  the back  side,  and  the pressure  near

 cruiser  stern  on  the face side  did not  vary.

                     .  Noked
                     o Nol  F/n
       P:4e  -No2  Fm

       u=]04 ± O1m/s  e No3Fin

le- t

                 
8-   

:Lll
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    Fig, 6,3 Pressure  distribution near  stern
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 (b) The  pressure near  the cruiser  stern

on  the  back  side  was  in the  order  of Fin

No, 1>the  naked  hull=Fin No. 2>Fin  No. 3.

Mean  values  of  the pressure difference dP

at 8 pairs of  the measurement  pomts  are

given below.
      dP  (naked) =1.17rnm  Aq

      dP  (Fin No. 1)=1.42mm  Aq

      dP  (Fin No. 2):=1.12mm Aq

      MP  (Fin No. 3)=1.08rnm  Aq

 As  Iarge pressure difference near  the stern

means  increase or  unstable  moment,  it can

be explained  that instability of  manoeuvra-

bility is increased by Fin No. 1, and  that

Fi'n No. 2 has no  effect.  However, rather

Fig. 6,4(a) Original P==4D face

Fig.6,4<c)  With No.  1 Fin  fi=40 back

Fig, 6.4(e) With' No, 2 Fin

                 Fig,

contrary  result  comes  out  as  for the effect  of

Fin No. 3. But  the position of  pressure
rneasurement  points was  restricted,  and

further measurement  must  be carried  out

in  detail to elucidate  the effect  of  fins com-

pletely. Variation  of  the  pressure could  not

be measured  because of slow  response  of  the

rnanometer  used.

 6,1.2 Observation of  limit stream  lines

 Limit stream  lines around  the  ship  hull

were  observed  with  the mode!  described in

the  section  6.1.1, and  elucidation  of  flow field

was  attemped.  The  following method  was

adopted  to  observe  the limit stream  lines.

Oil soot  was  rnixed  in fluid paradin  and  the

Fig, 6.4 (b)Originalp=40 back

Fig. 6.4(d) WithNo.  1 Fin S=4e

P=4o6,4
 Limtting  streamlineFig.

 6.4(O XNrith

near  stern

No. 3 Fin P=4e
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mixture  was  painted on  the  hull. Wind  of

about  35mfsec speed  was  applied  for more

than  ten minutes.  Then  direction of  the

limit stream  lines was  able  to be observed

by white  Iine, as  shown  in Fig. 6.4.

  Every photograph  is for the  case  of  P= 40,

and  Figs. 6.4 (a) and  (b) are  for the  face

side  and  back  sides  of  the  naked  hull re-

spectively.  Characteristic black part is found

in the vicinity  of  the  stern  on  the face side.

It is shown  that  velocity  gradient near  sur-

face is so  small  that  separation  is easily

initiated or  takes place in this part. Such

separation  was  reported  by NomotoS). On
the  other  hand, large vertical  vertexes  are

generated  on  the back side,  and  it results

in downward  flow near  hull surface.  The

fins attached  on  the full side  has angle  of

incidence of 2-300 with  respect  to the flow.

The  flow on  the back side  in case  of installa-

tion of Fin No. 1 is shown  in Fig. 6.4 (c),
and  it is seen  that the  downward  flow due

to the vertical  vortexes  is restrained  by the

fins. Figs. 6.4 (d), (e) and  (f) are  the  photo-

 graphs  for cases  of  installing the fins of No.

 1, No, 2 and  No. 3 taken  from ship  bottom.

 In every  photograph,  lower  side  corresponds

 to the  face side,  and  upper  side  is the back

 side.  Apparently most  remarkable  change

 due to installation of  the fins appears  on

 the  face side,  and  flow is accelerated  below

 the fins, and  separation  disappears at  down-

 stream.  This effect  is most  remarkable  in

 the case  of  Fin No. 1, and  comparing  Fin

 No. 2 and  Fin No.  3 installed on  the stern,

 effect of  Fin No. 3 seems  to be rather  larger.

 This fact is sirnilar to  the result  of  manouvra-

 bility test stated  in the  chapter  3 and  of

 great lnterest.

   6.2 Periodical external  force

   As mentioned  in the  chapter  5, there is

 probability that  periodical external  force acts

 due  to initiation of unstable  vortexes  m  case

 of  abnormal  phenomena.  When  cause  to

 initiate fluctuation with  period of  about  90

 seconds,  stated  in the chapters  2 and  3, is

 attributed  to such  periodical external  force,

of
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magnitude  of  the force rnay  be about  1`-20

when  it is converted  into rudder  angle,  and

seerns  to be within  measurement  error  even

when  oblique  run  test is carried  out.  Ac-

tually, the oblique  run  test was  attempted,

but remarkable  fiuctuation was  not  observed

within  accuracy  of the measuring  instrument.

  Pressure fluctuation in the  wind  tunnel

test cannot  be detected with  ordinary

manometers,  and  Betz's type  manometers

have  deficiency that fiuctuatmg pressure  can

not  be rneasured.  Thus, proof for action  of

the periodical external  force has  not  been

obtained.  Therefore, in order  to observe  the

vortexes  at the stern,  aluminium  powder  was

scattered  in a towing  tank  and  the  model

was  towed  at a certain  angle  of  incidence.

As the result,  new  fact was  discovered.

  Namely  in case  of ships  causing  the ab-

normal  phenomena, though  particular change

is not  in the  vicinity  of  the stern,  wake

stretches  considerably  periodically in a  zig-

zag  line. This is a  phenomenon  not  found

 out  in ordinary  ships  (Figs. 6.5 and  6.6), and

 the  zigzag  wake  disppears when  Fin No. 1

 is attached.  Wave  length of  the zigzag  wake

 is about  5.5 m  regardless  of angle  of  incidence

 and  ship  speed.  The  wave  length divided

 by  the ship  speed  comes  out  to  be 6 seconds,

 and  value  of  about  8 seconds  for meander-

 ing period of  the model  ship  described in the

 chapter  3 seems  to be in good  agreement  in

 view  of  order,  therefore it should  regarded

 that  it is closely  related  to the abnormal

2f2777/7T7/

Y/7/1/

lll

1

Fig. 6.5 Comparison  of  wakes  of usual  ship

       (upper side  of figure) and  ship  affectecl

       with  unusual  moment  (lower side)
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   vertical  vortexes  on  the face side  and  the

   cross  flow than  due to Karmtin vortexes

   among  those discussed in the chapter  5. This

   consideration  is supported  by  the facts that

   the  zigzag  wake  described in the  preceding
   section  is remarkable  on  the face side,  and

   the period is independent of  angle  of  in-

 
'
 cidence,  Furthermore, the fins mounted  on

   suitable  position seems  to rectify  this opposite

   fiow and  to have capability  of  stabilizing

   flow field.

         Fig. 6.6 Unusual  wake

phenomena.

 In view  of the experirnents  mentioned

above,  is should  be considered  that  some

periodical external  foree acts  as  a  part of

the abnormal  phenomena  through  the  vor-

texes  and  so  forth, since  abnermal  wake

originates  in the model  run  obliquely  under

some  restramt.

 6.3 Examination

 Presuming cross  flow of  the naked  hull
form observation  of  the limit stream  lines
near  the stern  described in the  section  6.1,
it comes  to be as  shown  in Fig. 6.7. it is
like the flow around  axi-symrnetric  bodies
previously stated  in the section  5,3.2. When
fins are  attached,  the vortexes  stretchtng

vertically  to the fiow is suppressed,  and  the
effect  is large on  the back side  especially,

accordingly  static  pressure at  upstream  of

the fins turns out  to rise.

 Also as  for periodical fluid force, it is more

probable that the periodical fluid force is
caused  interaction of  the fiow due to the

                 '

     Y:CK  Fi[E

  LFti.1,J:.[.

Fig. 6,7 Assurned  pattern of  Vertical Vortex

     and  Cross Flow

7. Conclusien

 As  for the ship  which  showed  the abnormal

phenomena  of manoeuvrability  listed in the
section  5,1 in the ship  and  rnodel  experi-

ments,  it was  found that the phenomena  can

be explained  in outline  from kinematic point
of  view  by assuming  the  following hydro-
dynamical model.  In addition  it was  con-

firmed that this model  can  be accounted  for
also  hydrodynamically  through  model  basin

test and  wind  tunnel experiment.

 First, as  for the  assumed  model,  the  fol-
lowings are  concluded.

 (1) This  ship  is originally  course-unstable

unless  there is abnormal  flow such  as  separa-

tion.

  (2) Though  the abnormal  fluid force does
not  initiatewithin range  of quite small  drift

angle  abnormal  flow is generated  suddenly

in the vicinity  of stern  when  the drift angle
exceeds  a  certain  limit, consequently  counter-

moment  in direction of  decreasing  unstable

moment  is generated. The  counter-moment

is origin-symmetric  with  respect  to the  drift
angle.  It is considered  that the  abnormal

flow is the  vertical  vortexes  caused  by cross

flow and  separation  on  the face side  
,induced

by  the  vortexes.

  (3) Owing  to growth  and  vanishing  of the
abnormal  flow, perioclical moment  is caused.

The  magnitue  is about  le as  co'nverEed  into
rudder  angle,  and  the period is bout 90

seconds  in the  ship.

  Useing  the  above  model,  the abnormal

phenomena  can  be explained  as  follows.

  (4) Because  of  the  course  instability, the
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ship  cannot  advance  straight,  and  starts  to
turn.  Though  the  turning  was  stabilized  at

a  certain  angular  velocity  because of  the
abnormal  moment  of  (2) and  the  ship  begins

steady  turning  but yawing  takes place at

period of  about  90 seconds  due to the periodi-
cal  moment  mentioned  in (3). In addition,

direction of the turnning  is varied  by slight

disturbance, and  steady  turning  is started

at  a stability point on  the opposite  side, ac-

cording  the ship  yaws  while  turning. This

phenomenon  occurs  in case  of  rudder  angle

of  1-20 as  well.  When  the course  is con-

sidered  in terms  of  averaged  fluctuation,
course  of the ship  comes  to be stable. (See
the  explanation  of  (a), (b) and  (c) of  5.1.)

  (5) Period of  the periodical  abnormal  mo-

ment  is about  90 seconds,  and  is too short

to be suppressed  by  auto-pilot, and  limit cycle
of  nearly  same  period is originated.  Ac-
cordingly,  it is expected  that period of'the

limit cycle  hardly varies  even  when  rate  of

rudder  angle  of  the auto-pilot  is changed,
and  rate  control  is not  so  effective,  and  these

facts agree  well  with  actuality.

  (6) Horizontal fins of  type  No,1attached
to stern  as  shown  in the section  3.2, suppress

generation of  the vertical  vortexes  on  the

back side,  and  stabilizes  those on  the face
side.  Consequently, limit drift angle  to cause

the abnormal  moment  is increased, and  the

ship  recovers  property  of  original  
"gentle

course  instability". (See the explanation  of (e).)
  (7) Longitudinal and  vertical  position of the

fins is delicate, and  effect of Fin No, 2 a  little

behind and  below Fin. No. 1 is nearly  same  as

that of  the naked  hull or  rather  promotes
the abnormality.  (See the  explanation  (f).)
  (8) Fin No. 3 attached  to stern  center

plane acts  to broaden a  little the limit of

originating  the abnormal  moment.  In con-

sequence,  despite the  center  plane fin with

usual  stabilizing  effect  only  was  installed, the

ship  became  more  unstable  than  the  naked

hull. (See the explanation  of  (g).)
  As  mentioned  above,  explanation  can  be
rnade  to some  extent,  yet  there are  many

unknown  points. Especially in observation

of  stream  lines, thoroughly  that effect  of the
fins appears  remarkably  on  the face side, on

the other  hand, pressure variation  hardly
occurs  en  the face side,  and  is rnore  re-

markable  on  the  back side.

  Furthermore, it cannot  be explained  that

despite longitudinal position and  vertical  posi-

tion of Fin No. 1 and  No. 2 do not  differ
much,  there is eye-opening  difference in their
effect. This  seems  to affect  probably  very

local change  in shape  of the ship  Iargely

separation  phenomenon,  but these are  pro-
blems to be elucidated  hereafter.
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Appendix

  Examination concernmg

auto-pilot  ship

1. Equation  of  motion

               
                

TAKAGI, Akihisa

the limit cycle  of

                

          Fig. A.1 Coordi"ates

 By  denoting the abnormal  moment

equations  of  motion  for ships  are

         Adi+Bip+CP=Dti+M

         crp+bp+cip=d6

where

                           l

     A=n(Lv)2,  B=cM.(r{;'),

     C=-C.p,  D=C.,

     a--mv(r:l;N),  b==Cyp,

     c==-(mx-CF.)(r:l;-),  d=Crb

Eliminating  P from the

1), the following relation  is

 T, 7h¢ +(T, +  Tb)Q+e

          ･ a･ b

 
=K6+Klleb+

 bB-,c  M+  bB-cC

where  7li, n,  7le and  K  are  given

2. Necessary condition  of  the lirnit

  It is assumed  that  auto-pilot  
J

             
-6==K,ip+K,

¢

is applied  in equation  (A-2). At
carriying  out  first order  system

tion, the  following expression  are

KOKUMAI,

by M,

(A-1)

(A-2)

two  equations  of  (A-
   obtained.

         M  (A-3)

          usually.

          ,cycle
      given  by

           (A4)

        this time,

        approxlma-

         resulted.

    Hiroharu KATo  and  Takeo  KOYAMA

 di.(i+gKi )¢･. K:P  di.. \] AZf+ \I M
          a b
              , th  =   M,==
                     bB-cC       bB-cC

                                (A-5)
Below, assuming  conformity

                    
'
 Mis  assumed

                         with  considera-

tion of equivalent  linearity, as

sinusoidal  function.

  By  putting right  hand side  of  (A-5) as  Ms

and  denoting phase of  arbitrary  function F
by argF,

   :
'

=

g

,ill.)-:il.i',g."=:.

a

.r,a,tom-tan-iMcY:

'l

                                (A-6)
and  the amplitude  is expressed  as

   amp.  A4k=V(  
MT'O

 )2+( \i )2.amp. M

                                (A-7)
  In order  that the equation  (A-5) has

periodical solution,  Mk  must  have a  com-

::g,e":,o,f.s..
aKm,e.p,h,a

£Ie,gS.gi
'

.

K

.T.(il?,ip,

'

yi,:
produce  the limit cycle,  as  there  exists  non-

linear damping  term.

  Present object  of  interest is to obtain  neces-

sary  condition  for producing  the limit cycle

in case  of  
1+KKI

 >o. If it is assumed  that
             T

            arg  M:=  arg  ip+o" (A-8)

the following relation

             
-ll->a+ti>-g

 (A-g)

shonld  hold in order  that  ME  hasasame

component  as  Q.
                   .
3. Relation between di and  P
  Before  considering  the  equation  (A-9) de-

finitely, relation  of  phases  of  di an  P is made
clear.  By  putting

        ip= eo cos  tot

        P:=l3Dcos(wt+e), r>E>-T

 we  obtain  
'
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K2daw-wbc+bKidca
                 cose=

                 SME=

                   Po=

                   P-m

Phase characteristics

are  control!ed  by value  C.

4. Phase of  external  force

  (a) Case of  origination

ing moment  in relation  to

  When  hysteresis is

phase  lag of  ai  is

Accordingly.

              6=-a"+n
                   d

hold, and  the equation

statisfied. Hence the

originated  at  the phase  of

thelimit  cycle,  even  when

taken  into account.

  (b) Case of  origination

rightmg  mornent  in

  As there exists  phase

the hysteresis is

holds, and  substituting

n-a>-E  mto  account,

                   rr

                   2

      P!f2

ato2e+aa,2Kid+Khdb

Plf2

plX2Kb
K2(a!w2+b2)+2abKiw2

+(ae)2c+aw2Kid+K?db)

(A-10)

J(K2datu-a,bc+bKidw)2

       of  the equations  (A-10)

          of  abnorrnal  right-

           di･
        taken  into account,

    expected  (g).ab>O).
                   (A-11)

           (A-9) cannot  be
          abnormal  moment

            ip cannot  produce

            the hysteresis is

            of  the abnormal

      relation  to P
           delay of afi when

   considered,

   o"=e-crp ± n

         into (A-9) and  taking

       when

x-a>E>--a+afi  (A-12)

holds, pQssibility of  the limit cycle  exists.

  From  above  consideration  we  know  that

when

        ap--O,

        a.large,  or  ahnF>Ci.  ,

        c-large,

limit cycle  trends  to generate. We  can  also

see  in Fig. A.2 that the  situation  is not  able

to be improved  by Ki-large  under  the said

conditions.

sff
-m

..c1x'

-7
f!1/ K:Larger

IfiiKiSmaller

-

' .-.F-X-I c
Em=-tanmiAitiL

 i.It&n'T?MIVktyUp)' -is  .

Fig. A.2  e  as  a  function  of  coefucient  of C


